[The surgical treatments and clinical characteristics of snoring with epiglottis collapse].
Objective:The aim of this study is to summary the characteristics of sleep breath disorder patients with epiglottis collapse and find out the way to treat them with surgery.Method:This is a retrospective study. There were eighteen patients who complained of snoring and somnolence, as well as had undergone DISE. Eight of them were diagnosed as epiglottis collapse. We analysis the clinical features, surgical treatments and prognosis of these eight patents, and compare their BMI, shape of epiglottis and AHI with the patients without epiglottis collapse. Result: Patients with epiglottis collapse usually complained of breathless during sleeping. The shape of their epiglottis was mainly flat and wide, as the cure of the upper margin of their epiglottises shows significant difference with those who are without epiglottis collapse(P=0.03,0.04).DISE is the diagnosis examination. The primary surgical treatment is Epiglottoplasty. Conclusion: It's not uncommon to see epiglottis collapse clinically. Whenever we meet the particular clinical manifestation,the diagnose of epiglottis collapse should be taken into consideration. DISE is the diagnosis examination. Epiglottoplasty can treat them to some degree.